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Executive Summary
Methodology
•

Omdia (formerly known as Ovum) conducted an Acronis-sponsored survey of 263 MSPs in UK and US that serve SMB customers (61% US, 39% UK)

•

Focused on MSPs that do not use open source technologies.

•

Focused on MSPs that either deliver or are planning to deliver security and backup capabilities.

Highlights of Results
•

Security is the most requested new service that customers want from MSPs.

•

The needs of MSPs vary by the size and scope of their operations, with pricing being particularly sensitive. Those working globally rate this more than twice as much of a
problem as those with operations in country only.

•

Minimizing data loss is the clear top concern. Securing endpoint devices is the fastest growing security concern, and for backup ransomware protection. These indicate
customers are looking more broadly at where threats are coming from.

•

Lack of skills is the most common business challenge faced by all MSPs.

•

Top US obstacle is managing the technology efficiently. Top UK and #2 US obstacle is pricing the service correctly. Joint #3 is having sufficient time and resources.

•

When selecting a data protection provider MSPs put ‘having everything under our control’ as top capability, 56% rated it as important.

•

Remaining current in terms of threats was top process challenge faced by MSPs when delivering security management as a service, 55% rated it important.

•

Early identification and encryption as default were the top two technical challenges faced by MSPs in delivering security management as a service.

•

US customers top business requirement was to deliver the same or better quality of service. UK customers put delivering security but not interfering with business
operations.

•

Ability to identify security threats fast is stopping MSPs from meeting the customer’s requirements.

Download the full 45-page report HERE
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Most Important Existing Capabilities for Delivering Managed Services
Q1: What are the current ambitions/capabilities of your organization in terms of delivering a
Most important
Moderately Important
security service to your customers?

Top 3 Current Capabilities (Top 2 answers
combined)

Least Important

1. Data loss prevention

Current capabilities offered by MSP

The ability to ensure minimal data loss or corruption in the event of any attack

52%

34%

14%

Rapid mitigation for discovered cyberthreats (within days of a threat being
identified)

41%

45%

14%

A service that includes securing endpoint devices, going beyond anti-virus and
anti-ransomware

41%

44%

14%

A continuous service (zero down-time) while threat mitigation takes place

40%

A secure audit logging service

38%

Cyberthreat detection at the edge (any remote unstaffed equipment) and the
core (any central fully managed data processing facility)

38%

Automatic assurance that patch-levels are up to date

37%

44%

18%

Cyberthreat detection using AI/ML technology

36%

47%

17%

45%
42%
46%

16%

48%

18%

Ability to perform a detailed forensic investigation

33%

49%

17%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

Proportion of respondents
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US vs UK Differences
•

Minimizing data loss is nearly 20% more
important in US than in UK.

•

Rapid mitigation is more important to US
MSPs than UK MSPs, with more than 10%
difference

20%

34%

10%

3. Rapid mitigation

15%

A cybersecurity assessment service to review the customer’s security posture

0%

2. Securing end points beyond anti-virus and
anti-ransomware

90%

Vertical Highlight
•

100%

63% of MSPs indicated their Manufacturing
clients cared the most about data loss
which was even greater than Banking

Differences between current
and future security capabilities

Most important capability -- comparing current and future responses
Future Total

•

•

•

Securing endpoints shows the biggest
increase in interest from current to
future security capabilities

Current Total

Securing endpoints
Zero downtime mitigation

18.25%

AI Cyber detection

Zero downtime mitigation shows
second biggest increase in interest, with
AI cyber detection with third biggest
increase

14.45%

Cyber assessment service

Minimizing data loss remains top
capability but shows slight decline in
interest – probably not much to read
into this as it is such a clear top topic of
interest.
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18%

Detection at the edge

19%
17.49%

Automatic assurrance

19%
17.87%
14%
12.93%
20%
19.39%

Enforcement of encryption

19%
18.25%

Secure audit logging
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23%

18%

15.97%

Forensic investigation

Rapid mitigation was the second
capability to show a decline of interest
from current to future, but again
unlikely enough to be of significance

22%

17.11%

18%
18.63%

Solution based on MSPs infrastructure

•

Biggest increase

Decreasing slightly,
but still most important
capability

22%
22.81%

Rapid mitigation

32%
33.08%

Minimizing data loss
0%
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10%

15%

20%

25%

30%

35%

Most Important Existing Capabilities for Delivering Backup and Data
Protection Services

Current capabilities offered by MSP

Q2: What is the current data backup/data protection ambitions/capabilities your organization has in
Most important
Moderately Important
terms of offering these as a service to customers?

Automate the backup process

49%

Protect corporate intellectual property from an insider threat, e.g. data theft,
copyright infringement

48%

Provide protection against ransomware targeting data

48%

Least Important

Top 3 Current Capabilities (Top 2
answers combined)
40%
40%
38%

11%

1. Automate the backup process

12%

2. Protection against ransomware

14%

3. Protect corporate IP

Back up the most popular SaaS solutions (e.g. Office 365)

46%

43%

11%

Operate backup and recovery in accordance with local, state, country, regional,
industry regulatory compliance demands

46%

44%

10%

Protect cloud-native solutions such as containers and serverless technologies

45%

44%

11%

Provide comprehensive visibility to all backup data so that authorized individuals in a
customer organization know what they have, where it is stored

44%

47%

10%

Offer end-user self-service data backup and recovery services

43%

44%

14%

Support multiple different public clouds as both target (where the backup can be
written to) and a source (the data being backed up)

41%

46%

13%

Deliver rapid RTO (recovery time objective) and RPO (recovery point objective).

40%

Provide data recovery to dissimilar environments, i.e. the ability to migrate data from
one format to another

39%

Provide authorized copies of production data for application/system testing
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80%

90%

•

Protection from ransomware
was seen as less important in the
UK than the US (41% vs 52%)

Vertical Highlight

10%

49%

36%
0%
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49%

US vs UK Differences

100%

•

MSPs indicated their Hospitality
clients cared the most about
Automation (64%)

Most important capabilities comparison current to future

Differences between current
and future backup capabilities
•
•

•

•

Protection against ransomware becomes
the most important capability
Biggest growing capability of interest is
rapid RTO and RPO, which shows a 5%
increase in MSPs putting it as most
important – organizations are recognizing
that speed and completeness of protection
is important.
Second biggest growing capability of
interest is recover to dissimilar hardware
environments, which shows a 4% increase
in MSPs putting it as most important.
Only 2 capabilities show a decline in
interest; visibility and backup of SaaS
applications

Rapid RTO and RPO
Total future

Recover to dis-similar environments

Total current
Protect IP
Copy test data
Multi-cloud
Ransomware
Automation
Cloud-native backup
Regulatory compliance
End-user self-service
Backup SaaS applications
Visibility
0%
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Key Business Obstacles Preventing MSPs from Executing
Q3: What are the key business obstacles preventing you from offering/ or successfully delivering
security services and/or data backup/data protection capabilities?
Most important
Acquiring the skills and expertise to deliver these services is expensive as
available resources are scarce

41%

Customers not asking for these services

41%

Moderately Important

51%

48%

35%

The margin from these services is too low compared to other services

35%

49%

17%

Managing too many suppliers/vendors causes problems with our ability to
execute efficiently

33%

50%

16%

Cannot make a business case for funding to develop these services

32%

The market delivering these services is very crowded/competitive and we cannot
identify a way to enter the market successfully

32%

47%

17%

52%

50%

60%

15%
70%

Proportion of respondents
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Managing too many suppliers is more a
challenge in UK than US; however, in 50-99
employees MSPs this was #2 most
important – 22% citing it as a problem

•

Responses varied markedly by size of MSP
– as such, no one size solution will meet all
needs

13%

53%
40%

•

13%

55%

30%

Lack of skills more of a challenge in UK
than US – likely due to Brexit and the
uncertainty about the status of EU workers
living in UK

11%

Security and data protection solutions offered to MSPs for SME customers are
largely undifferentiated. These solutions are not attractive to this audience and
add no value to us offering these services

20%

•

8%

36%

10%

Lack of skills was most common obstacle
irrespective of MSP size; in fact it was the
top response in all size groups. It also
shows the biggest variance between most
and least important, demonstrating that
the skills shortage is a real concern for
MSPs

Least important

Platform too old and adding new capabilities is a complex and costly exercise

0%

•

80%

90%

100%

Key Organizational Obstacles Preventing MSPs from Executing
Q6: What are the main organizational obstacles to delivering data protection and security services?
Most important

Top 3 (combining top 2 answers)

Moderately Important

Least important

1) Pricing the service

Pricing the service so it is competitive, while still delivering margin

49%

Managing the technology efficiently

48%

44%

8%

Having sufficient time and resources to operate these services and maintain them

47%

46%

7%

Understanding/ knowing the technology and its capabilities

45%

43%

Understanding the risk to business activity and how we can ensure we do not over
promise to the customer

49%

39%

Understanding the wider impact on process and people

5%

8%

55%

33%

57%

55%

13%

Dealing with the administration of working with too many different suppliers

32%

54%

14%

A lack of trust in the suppliers and how they will support us

26%
0%

10%

62%

11%

57%
20%

30%

40%

50%

16%
60%

70%

Proportion of respondents
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•

For MSPs with less than $1M in
revenue, managing the technology
efficiently was rated the biggest
obstacle listed

•

Those MSPs operating in two or more
regions put pricing the service as
most important – 36% of
respondents – whereas only 18% of
those MSPs operating in one country
have pricing the service as most
important – seemingly pricing in
more than one currency is a
challenge

10%

32%

27%

3) Having time and resources to
operate and maintain the services

6%

Being able to offer SLAs and guarantees to customers

Dealing with the internal organizational change needed to deliver these services

2) Managing technology efficiently

80%

90%

100%

Key Technical Challenges Preventing MSPs from Executing
Q9: Please rate the technical challenges you perceive/have experienced in delivering security
management as a service.
Most important

Being able to identify an attack early and isolate it while a remediation is implemented

Moderately Important

56%

Having encryption as a default for any service/data

38%

52%

Being able to apply remediation without service disruption

Top 3 Technical Challenges (top 2
answers combined)

Least important

7%

41%

50%

42%

7%

1) Early identification and isolation
(56%)

8%

2) Encryption as a default (52%)
3) Apply remediation without
service disruption (50%)

Having access to a vulnerability scanning capability that is easy to use and does not
take too much in terms of time and resources to execute and manage

45%

46%

9%

Being able to understand and baseline ‘normal or expected’ behavior so we can focus
on those alerts that are potentially more serious

44%

48%

8%

Having access to a database of known threats to feed into vulnerability scanning

43%

Having greater visibility into the cost of IT services and the business impact of any
service interruption

43%

Having an integrated identity, authentication, and access capability

48%
49%

41%

Integrating the service with other functions such as development, testing etc

39%

Having an automation capability so that common tasks can be codified and automated
and these used as templates for other customers

38%

Providing a service that covers a wide range of different technologies and not just a
small part of our customer’s environment

38%

Isolating customers so that there is no 'noisy neighbor' syndrome
10%

20%
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6%

53%

50%

60%

UK MSPs place a database of known
threats as the only technical
challenge where it is more
important than US MSPs

•

Top UK technical challenge is
encryption by default with 27%
putting as most important

•

Broad coverage of technologies is
the technical challenge with the
biggest difference between UK and
US responses

9%

53%
40%

•

9%

56%

30%

US vs UK Differences

7%

52%

13%
70%

Proportion of respondents
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Most Important Considerations When Deciding on a Supplier
Top 3 Most Important (Top 2 answers combined)

Q7: Which of the following are the most important considerations in your
organization’s decisions on a data protection and availability supplier?
Most important
Having everything under our control

1) Having everything under our control

Moderately Important

56%

Least important

2) Reducing cost of managing data

37%

3) Managing data ethically (as if our own)

7%

Reducing the cost of managing the data

53%

40%

7%

Managing customer data as our customers expect and in-line with
our ethical responsibility (managing personal data as our own)

52%

43%

6%

Improving the reliability of any data protection and availability
solution

50%

45%

5%

Providing a high level of user self-service

49%

Demonstrating compliance both internally and on behalf of our
customers

48%

44%

8%

Having intelligent analysis of the data so it can be protected
according to its importance

46%

46%

8%

Treating data protection like any service with enforceable service
levels

45%

49%

6%

45%

A DR solution that is proven to work when needed

41%

51%

Providing flexibility and agility to change the approach as markets
and situations dictate

39%

56%

Continuous availability, as cost is not a prime issue

38%

Fast RTO and RPO

37%
0%

10%

20%

50%

60%

12%
70%

Proportion of respondents
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•

By MSP employee size the 1-4 employee MSPs were most
in favour with 35% putting it as most important. Only the
5-19 employee MSPs did not put as the top response in
most important category.

•

MSPs with 5-19 employees put cost reduction across all
markets most important consideration with 28%

•

Managing data like it is our own is more significant to
smaller MSPs. 1-4 employees put it second most important
with 30% compared to 24% in the 100-499 employee MSPs

5%
7%

80%

90% 100%

In US having everything under our control is clearly most
important(1) with over 30%, while in UK improving
reliability is most important (1) with 30%

MSP Size Differences

8%

51%
40%

•

6%

55%

30%

US vs UK Highlight
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